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O
ur speaker on
November 12, Leah
Zveglich, talked
about career
development not
only from the
perspective of a

professional who matches executives
with top corporations around the
world, but also from her personal
experience of having had an amazing
variety of jobs. She started out as a
pianist and earned a bachelor’s degree
in musicology, was a librarian, au pair
and kindergarten teacher. Then she
became a very successful entrepreneur
by starting an international trading
company and a consulting business.
As an entrepreneur she proved much
more successful than during her brief
spell as a bartender!

Those attending the MWF meeting
ranged from newcomers to longtimers
and natives of Manila, and from young
executives to retirees. While Leah’s
business focus is executive develop-
ment, her talk was of interest to every-
one and sparked some lively
discussion.

(Continued on page 4)

NEXT MWF MEETING  n  When: 6:30 p.m. Monday 2007 December 3. What: Jenny Wallum, MBE, President of EVA
Charity Foundation, will speak about how she and her volunteers help the endangered Aeta people, displaced by the
eruption of Mount Pinatubo, help themselves through livelihood, education grants, school construction and nurturing.
EVA Charity Foundation was recently selected for a “Best Practice” award for “its outstanding contribution towards
improving the living environment” by the Dubai Municipality and the United Nations Human Settlements Programme.
Where: Jenny Wallum’s home, 1665 Dasmarinas Avenue, Dasmarinas Village, Makati City. Bring: Something to share for
the potluck dinner and a donation for the foundation (or buy some of their products!). Jan. meeting: Mon, 2008 Jan. 21.

JLP/AIMS International
Leah, a Korean who has lived in

Europe, the US and Asia, has worked
for JLP consulting and AIMS Interna-
tional for 7 years.  AIMS International
is one of the top five talent acquisition
and talent development companies
(typically known as executive search
companies) in the world, and covers
over 48 countries with its 90 offices.
AIMS recently opened an office in the
Philippines to expand the local talent
pool to meet the growing demand for
global executives.

AIMS specializes in the following
services:

l Consulting - facilitative and
participative methodology

l Executive Coaching – systems
thinking and behavioral coaching
techniques

l Executive Search – talent
development approach

l Training – action and experiential
learning approaches

Leah believes most executives have
higher job satisfaction here than in the
US because top people have a lot of
control and the power to implement.
She believes that through executive
coaching she is able to raise the
competitiveness of companies and
thus improve the economy.

Career development insights
Leah believes couples living abroad

need to look at their careers in terms of
“our career” or else decide to live apart.
This means making career plans as a
family unit rather than as individuals.
Leah pointed out that we follow
different paths and have different

focuses depending on which stage in
life we are in. Career plans should be
revisited accordingly.

There are two career tracks: the
generalist, or the specialist. It is difficult
to move between the two tracks as
focus and required competencies are
very different. It’s important to connect
the dots to put you in the right
direction.

There was a very lively discussion
and speculation among those members
and guests present at the meeting,
about how much you can plan your life
in advance – or is it really just
something that happens to you while
you’re busy making plans?

Leah said we can maximize our
potential by doing long-range planning
and empowering ourselves through the
choices we make. In our career, making
choices and achievements are critical.

Career Myths
Entrepreneurship is very popular in

the public sector now as organizations
like the Gates Foundation require public
sector applicants to adopt a private
sector mentality and management
principles.

If you have a career break, for any
reason, be prepared to explain the gap in
your CV, however small it is. Get
involved in activities such as charity
work, to prove self-development. On-
going self-development is highly valued
and an indication of self-motivation and
a high sense of achievement.

The last 5-7 years of your work
experience counts heavily when
applying for a job, so it’s not too late to
start planning for the next 5 years or a



W
hen I heard about
this automotive
course for women, I
thought, “I have a
driver to take care of

my car, so no need to attend this
course.” Plus, it ran for three
Saturdays from 8:00-9:30 a.m. which
would seriously cut into my lazy
Saturday morning relaxation time! But
when I saw the e-mail advertisement
listing the topics, I decided I’d better
make an effort to attend. The topics
were as follows:

l How to deal with a breakdown
l How to deal with an attack during

a breakdown
l How to buy a new car
l How to buy a used car
l What to do in an accident
l How to deal with police when

pulled over
l Equipment to carry
l Insurance needs
l How to deal with dealerships and

repair
l How to deal with small shop repair
l Routine maintenance
l How to listen for the rattle, rattle,

thump, thump

And was I ever glad I went! I learned
so much valuable information, I felt like
paying the speaker for his time.
Instead, I decided to write up what he
presented for his future use and pass
the information on through a series of
MWF Voice of the Chair articles, a
feature I used to do years ago when I
had a bit more time on my hands!

The 3-part course was organized by
the Union Church of Manila Library
Committee and Women’s Ministry and
was presented by Daryl Germaine, an
American missionary who has been
teaching underprivileged Filipino boys
how to repair cars for more than
twenty years.

Breakdown Blues

As a woman driving alone at night, a
breakdown can be a serious problem.
Daryl said the most important thing to
have with you is a cell phone and
know who you can call for emergency
help. Next, he suggested that we keep
an old jacket (such as a windbreaker)
and cap under the front seat of the car
so that you can put them on if you
need to get out of your car at night
due to a breakdown. This way you will
look like a man, at least from a
distance, and attract less attention.

Daryl said that about 90% of all
breakdowns are due to electrical
problems, 9% are due to fuel problems
and a mere 1% are due to mechanical
problems (things that make noise). So
chances are, you won’t hear anything
before your car breaks down.

What if one or more of those red
lights on your dashboard go on (often
referred to as “idiot lights”)? I
honestly never even glance at these
lights so wouldn’t even know if one
was on! But after Daryl’s explanation,
I will try to pay more attention to them.

Oil Light – this means you don’t
have enough oil in the engine and it
will be totally destroyed if you keep
driving, so stop immediately! Modern
computerized cars will usually stop
automatically one minute after this
light goes on.

Check Engine Light – this usually

means there is a problem with your
emissions being too high, so you
don’t need to stop immediately. If the
engine is making an unusual noise,
stop at the next gas station.

Battery Light – If this light goes on,
you can keep driving for about 20
minutes, but you should turn off the
aircon, radio, and headlights if it is
daytime (and you are one of those
people who use headlights during the
day).

Brake Light – this goes on if the
brake fluid is low. If the brakes are
responding fairly normally, you can
keep driving. If your brakes totally
give out, you can always stop using
the hand brake.

Responding to an Attack

If you are attacked during a breakdown
and you are still in your car, stay in
your car and call for help on your cell
phone. Keep your seat belt on and
hold your hand on your horn for a
long time, until help arrives. It is fairly
easy to have a floor button installed so
you can activate the horn with your
foot in case of an emergency and your
hands are not free.

If someone gets in your car and
makes you drive somewhere, follow his
instructions. If you are really
frightened and want to fight back, and
he is not wearing a seat belt and you
are, you may choose to intentionally
smash the passenger side of the car
into a telephone pole at high speed. If
you choose to do this and you have
an airbag in the middle of your steering
wheel, make sure your hands are near
the bottom of the steering wheel so
when the air bag inflates, your arms
will be close to your body and more
protected from injury.

(To be continued next month!)

Automotive
Survival and
Secrets for
Women

By Lisa Kircher Lumbao

  Voice
 of  the
    Chair
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Elizabeth Bibesco :
“You don’t have to signal a

social conscience by looking like
a frump. Lace knickers won’t

hasten the holocaust, you can
ban the bomb in a feather boa

just as well as without, and a mild
interest in the length of hemlines

doesn’t necessarily disqualify
you from reading Das Kapital and

agreeing with every word.”

Wilma Scott Heide :
“The only jobs for which no
man is qualified are human
incubators and wet nurse.

Likewise, the only job for which
no woman is or can be qualified

is sperm donor.”

Erica Jong :
“And the crazy part of it was

even if you were clever, even if
you spent your adolescence

reading John Donne and Shaw,
even if you studied history or
zoology or physics and hoped

to spend your life pursuing
some difficult and challenging
career, you still had a mind full
of all the soupy longings that

every high-school girl was
awash in... underneath it, all

you longed to be was
annihilated by love....”
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Headhunting.
That’s what “executive search” is

called by some. Here’s more.

“Headhunting”
a.k.a. “Executive
Search”
Top level executive search
is a fairly secretive world.
Those who are qualified are
contacted, others don’t know
they exist. The consulants at
these companies are, in effect,
the “career makers” for famous
CEOs and captains of industry.

E
xecutive search –  informally
called headhunting – is the
process of recruiting

individuals to fill executive positions
in organizations. It may be performed
by an organization’s board of
directors, by executives in the
organization, or by an outside
executive search organization.

Executive search industry
There are two distinct fields in the

industry: retained executive search
and contingency search. Retained
search firms are paid a retainer fee
whether or not a successful
placement is made. Contingency
search firms are usually associated
with slightly lower level executive
and specialist positions.

Search consultancies are often
entrenched in particular market
sectors. Their market sector networks
are used along with various methods
to seek candidates for a particular
job. Normally, the targets of the
search are not actively seeking a new

job. It is the job of the search
consultant to find these individuals,
approach them, take them if possible
out of their current company and place
them in another, often a competitor.

Executive search is an extremely
lucrative industry. Successful search
consultants can earn large sums, and
there is fierce competition to work in
this sector. Recruits usually start as
researchers, gain market knowledge and
experience , then become consultants.

The service is paid for not by the
executive candidates but by the client
company or organization. Potential
candidates are identified, assessed, and
presented to the client by the executive
search firm based on a job specification
developed in conjunction with the
client. A key activity of the search firm,
therefore, is assessing the probability
of a candidate’s potential fit with the
job specification.

It is common for a potential candidate
to be first contacted by the search firm
via a telephone call, usually based on a
recommendation from someone inside
the search firm’s existing network.
Quality oriented search firms, therefore,
work hard at cultivating and continually
updating their network of contacts so
that they can immediately start
qualifying potential candidates as soon
as a search assignment is awarded.

Search firms also build up their
database of potential candidates by
actively searching within specific
companies and contacting individuals
who fit certain job profiles. Some of the
best candidate referrals come from
people who are good candidates for the
job themselves but are not interested at
that particular time.

Retained executive search firms
Some executive search firms are paid

a retainer fee by companies who wish
to recruit a specific person for a specific
position. This type of arrangement is
typically reserved for recruiting CEOs
and other senior executives who earn in
excess of $300,000 per annum. Large,
specialist global firms engage in this
activity, as well as regional and local
ones. Some firms specialize in specific
industries, while others are generalists.

Job seekers who qualify for senior
executive level searches often rely on
executive recruiters for career
advancement. In fact, there are top level
executives who contact executive
search firms not because they are
actually seeking another job, but rather
to keep themselves “in the market” for

future possibilities.
By and large, executive search firms

are primarily driven by specific
assignments from their clients: finding
people for roles, not roles for people.
As for top level executive search, it’s a
fairly secretive world. Those who are
qualified are contacted, others don’t
know they exist. The consulants at
these companies are, in effect, the
“career makers” for famous CEOs and
captains of industry.

AESC

T
he Association of Executive
Search Consultants (AESC) is
the worldwide professional

body representing the retained
executive search industry. Founded in
1959 in the United States, it is today a
global organization with its
international headquarters in New York
City, and a European office in Brussels.

The AESC’s membership of over 270
firms is split into three regional
councils: The Americas (North and
South America), EMEA (Europe, the
Middle East and Africa) and Asia-
Pacific. Between them, these firms
carry out over 50,000 executive search
assignments per annum.

The Association has a number of
regional and global committees to
address issues within the industry,
such as Government Relations, Ethics
and Professional Practices. These
bodies are elected annually. The AESC
also organizes a number of local and
regional events.

In addition to promoting and
maintaining professional and ethical
standards, the AESC provides training
through its Campus program, attempts
to broaden public understanding of
the industry and serves as an
advocate for the interests of its
member firms.

Bluesteps

B
luesteps is a subscription-
based internet service created
in 2000 by the Association of

Executive Search Consultants (AESC).
It serves as a link between job-seeking
executives and member search firms.
___________________________

Adapted from Wikipedia and various
other sources. These items are for the
reader’s information only, best if used
as a starting point for further research
to confirm and update all the facts.
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MWF Newsletter
c/o Lisa Lumbao
26-B Casa Real Townhouse
Real St., Urdaneta Village
Makati City 1225

Manila Women’s Forum

Manila Women’s Forum (MWF)
is a cross-cultural network for women.
It provides opportunities to build
friendships, to talk to women of various
cultures, and to share information about
resources. Our meetings are intended to
provide intellectual stimulation and lead
to personal and professional develop-ment.
All women are welcome to join. The
current officers are Lisa Lumbao, Chair,
Programs, Treasurer, and Newsletter.
Shari Virjee, MWF Membership
Message Board and Assistant Chair.
Cecilia Leung, Programs. Lisa Stuart,
MWF Membership Message Board
Moderator. Beaulah P. Taguiwalo,
Newsletter, Website.

Cost of membership is P300 per year.
Members receive a copy of the current
mailing list in addition to the newsletter,
which is also sent to non-members. A
contribution is collected at each monthly
meeting: P20 for members, and P40 for
non-members. Please contact Lisa
Lumbao at Tel. 813-0168, or at
lumbao@mozcom.com for more

information about MWF.

Visit our website – a work in progress
www.geocities.com/manilawomensforum

(Developing... from page 1)
career transition. With focus,
determination, and effort, you can re-
invent yourself and your career. Leah
has seen many examples of this
through her executive coaching and
executive search work. In fact, anyone
who can re-invent themselves is highly
valued as they show their courage,
innovativeness, execution and
determination, which are highly valued
leadership traits.

Industry focus no longer matters –
instead, at the corporate executive
level, leadership skills count the
most, not technical expertise.

Career as expat spouse
An interesting discussion ensued on

this topic as it affects many of us in the
expat community.  Don’t introduce
yourself as your husband’s trailing
spouse! We have to work extra hard to
dispel the perception that expat
spouses are not serious or are
desperate for a job.

She advised women in this situation
to be flexible and to show employers
that you’re serious about your career
and your self-development.

Career Progression
Leah said there is a global shortage

of senior level, and top level executives
with leadership skills.

Problems often occur when a typical
career path is followed; organizations
assume that individuals will cope
naturally as they move up to mid and
senior executive levels, but this is often
is not the case. At lower levels you
need technical skills but you need soft

skills to allow you to advance from one
level to another. Important selection
criteria for today’s senior executives
include a high level of self motivation,
emotional intelligence, communication
skills, positive behavior, strategic
thinking and innovation.

Pitfalls
Be wary of the following:
l Moving from position to position:

it might seem like a winning game in
the short term but could often be
negative in the long term (if mastery
of skills in one position has not been
achieved)

l Aiming for a specific position:
positions come and go these days and
the requirements for a position in one
company may not be the same as in
other companies

l Focusing on technical
competencies only (and not enough
on soft skills)

l Staying too long in one
organization: you are used to only one
way of doing things and might lose
touch with what’s happening in the job
market or lose adaptability

l Moving around too much: you
might be seen as someone who makes
immature decisions and/or is not
committed

Scenario planning
Leah handed out a scenario

planning tool for us all to complete
with our families. The premise for the
scenario planning tool is to start
thinking about what we can do to
prepare for different career possibilities
and opportunities. Having a clear

picture of the actions you’ll take gives
you the feeling that you’re in charge of
your life. Go through the exercise once
a year or more if there are big changes
coming up in your life.

With such a lively discussion full of
questions and answers, there was no
time left for a formal Q&A – only for
desserts. Thanks to Leah for sharing
with us her expert insights and for
addressing a thought-provoking topic
for our group. n


